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CAST OF CHARACTERS

BLAIR TAYLOR, androgynous, dressed in paint-stained clothes and 
clownish or colourful shoes. 
JESSE MANILA, journalist, carrying a steno and a phone/recording 
device. Always carries too much to manage. 
STEPH WATSON, just someone waiting for the bus. 
ZINNO TREMBLAY, (b.1942) 74 year old abstract impressionist who 
went unnoticed. Working part-time at Timmy McBeanbucks.  
BUS DRIVER, wears a uniform that is a bit small.  
 Always has a small radio playing: usually news, traffic, and 
weather. 

The play takes place on the sidewalk in front of a diner 
and on a bus.  Down left could have a bench next to a bus 
stop and a garbage can. Up left a Diner, perhaps 
represented by a doorway with a large sign above it.  Mid 
right is a bus - this can be an actual bus with the side 
facing the audience removed, or it can be represented by 
seats and benches arranged to some degree as per a 
transit bus- see attached diagram- a bus door with 
mechanism would be a nice addition to this.  

SCENE 1: WAITING 

(Lights up : Left)

(At a bus stop in front of “Alice’s 24-Hour Diner”. Mid-
morning.  STEPH WATSON is sitting on the bench, ass on 
the back and feet on the seat. A book lies open on 
STEPH’s lap.)

SOUND: TRAFFIC NOISES, 
CARS GOING PAST, THE 
EXHALATIONS OF A BUS 

PULLING UP, DOORS 
OPENING & CLOSING, AND 

PULLING AWAY AND 
DRIVING OFF.
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(The door of the diner opens (up) and JESSE MANILA 
emerges back first out of the diner carrying, in one 
hand, a cardboard tray with 2 takeout coffees wedged into 
it. An open knapsack swings over the other arm under 
which there is a newspaper and the hand of which clutches 
a phone, a notepad, and a greasy paper bag. JESSE looks 
in both directions, then looks again, rubbernecking to 
try and see in every direction possible. JESSE then looks 
both ways one more time and scurries across the 
street(down)and stops in front of the bench.)

SOUND: A PHONE IS 
RINGING, THE CLASSIC 

D500 ROTARY 
DRINGALINGALING.

 (STEPH looks up from the book with an expression of 
surprise.)

JESSE MANILA 
Ya wanna gimme a hand?

(STEPH stares blankly.) 

(JESSE stares back then shrugs and looks from the ringing 
phone to the coffees, to the dangling knapsack.)

JESSE MANILA  
Hellooooo? Y’know help?! So I can answer 
my phone?

(STEPH suddenly grins and jumps up from the bench and 
grabs the coffee tray from JESSE.)

STEPH WATSON
Here. Sorry, sorry. Let me help you with 
that. I was lost in my own world and 
didn’t hear you.  Really you seemed very 
far away and that noise, it’s like it’s a 
memory. Like a memory. Something from my 
childhood maybe.

(STEPH stands there grinning with the coffees in one hand 
and the book, still held open, in the other. JESSE turns 
away to answer the phone but then does a doubletake back, 
looks STEPH up and down, rolls eyes, plonks the paper bag 
onto the tray with the coffees and turns again and walks 
away from the bus stop while answering the phone.)

 JESSE MANILA 
Yeah whutsup?  

(JESSE listens.)

JESSE MANILA 
Well i know it was you because I saw your 
number didn’t I!
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(STEPH sniffs the coffee cups.)

JESSE MANILA 
No, I’m on my way now. 

(JESSE listens.)

(STEPH steps onto the bench and, with a big smile to the 
audience, walks and dances over and around it.)

JESSE MANILA
Well i had to eat didn’t I ?!

(JESSE listens.)

Yeah, I heard you.

(JESSE listens, looks upward, and rolls eyes.)

Okay, yes, yes as soon as the bus comes.

(JESSE listens.)

Yeah, I heard you. I told you already, I 
just had breakfast.

(JESSE listens.)

Tomorrow? Yeah… Unh… yes, tomorrow works. 
What time?

(JESSE sighs and listens.)

Okay, yes i can do that.

(JESSE listens and nods.) 

Yes, yes, I promise I will. Yes I will.
Me too.

Bye.

(STEPH scrambles to sit back down on the bench and by the 
time JESSE turns around is sitting with the book in one 
hand and the coffees in the other.)

(JESSE presses the off button and slips the phone into a 
jacket pocket.)

JESSE MANILA 
Cheese Louise!! Whadda nag.

(JESSE walks back to the bench and addresses STEPH.) 

Whats that you’re reading?
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STEPH WATSON

(Without looking up, STEPH recites from the book. JESSE 
takes out the phone again and appears to be text 
messaging or maybe playing a game.)

“Our entire being and doing consists of a 
series of conventions permanent or 
successive. We take them so much for 
granted, we are so unaware of them, that 
we apply the word “conventional” either 
to those ways of writing and acting that 
are losing their hold on us, or to the 
manners and customs of outsiders, 
foreigners whom in our heart of hearts we 
believe subjects for anthropological 
research while we alone are rational.”1

JESSE MANILA 
Hunh?

STEPH WATSON 
Berenson.  Bernard Berenson.  It’s a 
1940s essay about Modern Art, Seeing and 
Knowing.

(STEPH closes the book and holds out toward JESSE but 
JESSE is busy with the phone and does not notice.)

SOUND: THE BLEEP BLEEP 
OF TEXT MESSAGES BEING 

DELETED.

STEPH WATSON 
Who were you talking to?

(JESSE looks up toward the sky for a moment, rolls eyes, 
then looks at STEPH.)

JESSE MANILA 
My editor.

STEPH WATSON 

(Surprised) 

Your editor?
Oh, I thought -

JESSE MANILA 

(Looking hard at STEPH.) 

You thought?

Berenson, Bernard. Seeing and Knowing, 1948.1
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STEPH WATSON 
Oh, you know, I guess I thought it might 
be

someone more

(STEPH hands the tray to JESSE and begins prancing around 
playfully.)

more
like a wife
or a husband
or a weekend lover
a significant other
someone who matters to you, someone 
intimate—

JESSE MANILA 

(Defensively)

Editors are intimate.

STEPH WATSON 

(Doubtfully)

But it sounded so personal.

JESSE MANILA 

(Looking cross.) 

You thought so? Do I know you? Do you 
really think it’s your business who I’m 
talking to or how personal it is?  Do 
you?

STEPH WATSON 
No, maybe not but i was holding your 
stuff and I heard the whole thing.

JESSE MANILA 
Well what did you hear?  Was it 
interesting?

(Glares at STEPH who, still dancing, seems not to have 
heard.)

and 
unh
what bus are you waiting for?

(Loudly)
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I said, what bus are you waiting for?!

STEPH WATSON 
The number 28. It should’ve been here at 
19 after the hour.
And no, it was not at all interesting, 
but i heard it anyway.

(Lights fade. End of scene 1.)

SCENE 2: ON THE BUS 

(JESSE are STEPH are entering the Number 28 bus. A third 
person, wearing paint-splattered clothes, is behind them. 
JESSE fishes in a pocket for bus fare and almost drops 
the coffees. STEPH takes hold of the tray once again 
while JESSE pays the fare. The BUS DRIVER wears a uniform 
that is a bit small. There is a small radio playing next 
to the dash. There is an ad on for Timmy McBeanBucks.)

JESSE MANILA 
Wanna coffee?

STEPH WATSON 
Aren’t you taking it to your editor?

JESSE MANILA 
No, I won’t see her or anything until 
tomorrow, though I sure would like to. 

(Sighing)

I’m on my way to do a piece about a dog 
park closing and recent legislations 
designed to make pet ownership in this 
town waaay more difficult.

STEPH WATSON 
So why 2 cups? Who is it for?

SOUND: TRAFFIC NOISES, 
CARS GOING PAST, THE 

EXHALATIONS OF THE BUS 
CLOSING DOORS OPENING, 

PULLING AWAY AND 
DRIVING OFF.

(STEPH sways and JESSE lurches and almost falls over as 
the bus pulls away.)

JESSE MANILA 
Nobody or anyone. I always buy 2 so I 
have one to give away.  Did you know that 
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mental health problems are much fewer in 
pet owners?

STEPH WATSON 
Really?!

(STEPH makes no move to take the coffee.)

JESSE MANILA 
Really. And dog owners usually have 
better physical health too… less visiting 
doctors and less drugs needed for heart 
and sleep troubles.

STEPH WATSON 
I don’t have a dog and I sleep alright. 
Who do you give it to? The extra coffee I 
mean.

JESSE MANILA 
Someone standing on the street asking for 
money, the guy who holds the door open at 
my local metro station, someone who looks 
cold.  I dunno, whoever is handy.

(STEPH makes no move to take the coffee. The pair are now 
standing part way down the bus. A man sitting in the seat 
in front of them clears his throat and speaks.) 

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
I take it. The coffee. If you done wan’ 
it, I drink. 

(JESSE hands ZINNO the cup, he sips the coffee a few 
times, wrinkles his nose, and makes a face. Then he 
addresses JESSE again.)

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
Tanks but dis coffee, it’s cole. Y’know,  
you do much much better if insteada buyin 
so much coffees to trow away, you got 
one-uh dem metal cups to keep dem warm. 
Den mebbe dare wooden be so menee coffee 
cups evree udder place on dee road en dee 
sidewalks en de parks en dee busses en 
jessabout evree place. Mebbe dats uh 
bedder idear, eh. Tink about it.

(JESSE laughs at ZINNO. STEPH nods and grins and begins 
swinging on the bus poles.)

JESSE MANILA 
You must be kidding!  Look at you old man 
in your Timmy McBeanbucks uniform. You’re 
the one sloggin’ this stuff. Where do you 
think it all comes from? I bet you’re one 
of those what believe all that 
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Nationalist do-good claptrap they push. 
Well not me brother, my country is not 
defined by take-out coffee brands even if 
there are so many of these damn cups on 
the ground everywhere people are gonna 
start thinkin’ they’re our national 
flower or somethin’.  Maybe if ya care so 
much ya oughta think about findin’ 
another job eh.  

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
You tink it easy? Getting jobs, an ole 
man like me? I 74, soon 75. Not lots of 
job for one like me.

STEPH WATSON 
Don’t you get a pension? Or old age 
security

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
Yah, I got.  It good too, good for rent, 
good for eats.  But not enough, not 
enough. I gotta get paint (Whispering) en 
grappa too. En sometime flowers or 
somethin’ for a lady. I ole but I ain 
dead. Not yet.

(BLAIR TAYLOR turns in the seat in front of ZINNO to get 
a look at him.)

BLAIR TAYLOR
Paint? I paint.  It doesn’t have to cost 
so much.  Go to the recycling depot, they 
usually have buckets and buckets of paint 
and they just give it away. 

You know, you look familiar. Aren’t you 
that abstract impressionist who 
scandalized everyone when you started 
painting graphic nudes? I saw a 
retrospective of your work a few years 
ago in Quebec City. 

Nice. 
Zinno Tremblay right?

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
Yes, dats me, en nope, i never bin to no 
depot. Where to go?

(BLAIR takes a card and a pen out, jots something down 
and hands the card to ZINNO.) 
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BLAIR TAYLOR
This is the address of the Depot, 2828 de 
L’Eglise, suite 19; and here, on the 
other side, that’s me. Come see me, we 
can talk. I have some ideas you might 
find useful.  

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
Tanks, mebbe I will. Now I go to my job. 
Bye.

(ZINNO stands up and moves toward the door.)

(Lights fade. End of scene 2.)

SCENE 3:  BACK ON THE BUS 

(ZINNO boards the Number 28 bus.)

SOUND: TRAFFIC NOISES, 
CARS GOING PAST, THE 

EXHALATIONS OF THE BUS’ 
CLOSING DOORS, OF, 

PULLING AWAY AND 
DRIVING OFF.

ZINNO TREMBLAY
Allo, Bonjour

THE BUS DRIVER
Bonjour M. Tremblay. How are you this 
fine day/

ZINNO TREMBLAY
Good, good. Hows you?

THE BUS DRIVER
Also good, very good in fact, today I am 
celebrating.

ZINNO TREMBLAY
Celebrating? Oh good. I like celebration. 
Me too I celebrate.  Why you so happy?

THE BUS DRIVER
Well, today just happens to be my 28th 
anniversary of driving bus. And I happen 
to be driving the Number 28 bus.  Pretty 
cool eh!  And that’s not all!  It also 
happens to be the 28th of February.
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ZINNO TREMBLAY
Dat so?  28- 28- 28 all like dat?  You 
always drive dis 28 bus?  All dem 28 
years?

(THE BUS DRIVER nods and smiles at ZINNO. Then grins and 
laughs.)

THE BUS DRIVER
Not exactly. Yes, I’ve been driving bus 
for the city for 28 years. It was 
February 28th, 1989 that I started the 
route I was on first was the Number 19. I 
didn’t start driving the 28 until maybe 
10 years ago. 

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
So you gonna quit now?  Now that you make 
your 28 year on the 28 bus, you mebbe go 
retire, go fishing or picking mushroom or 
someting?

THE BUS DRIVER
Not ready yet. Another 2 years. I want 
the 30 year pension. Then I’ll retire.  
What about you?  On your way to Timmy’s?

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
Yep, gonna get dat lass cheque. Den I go 
paint. I dun waste nuff time in 
McBeanbucks and dat nice Blair what i met 
on dis here bus showed me how to git free 
paint and what grocetry shops done lock 
de dumpsters where dey trow so much good 
tings. yep, dat Blair teachd me good many 
tricks for how I can be cheaper but git 
more. Now i got paints en eats more than 
what I had when working so hard for 
chitty coffee takeway trowaways.

Not so bad, eh., finishd work and still 
young!  

I see, I see dat look. You tink jess cuz 
you onlee fifties that mek Zinno very ole 
but my fodder he were oler dan dat. He 
Niney-tree and he only die cuz o the car 
accident.  Now my mudder, my mudder she 
were hundred eleven and dats ole.  But 
me, i still young man.  If i live long as 
my fodder, en i done know why i shouldn, 
dat means I got me anudder 19 years of 
painting.  

That could be a lot of painting.
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(ZINNO gestures as if he is painting and grins foolishly 
at the driver.)

THE BUS DRIVER
So celebrations for us both! What a good 
day.  I think it’s your stop. 

SOUND: TRAFFIC NOISES, 
CARS GOING PAST, THE 

LURCH AND WHEEZE OF THE 
BUS PULLING TO THE CURB 

AND OPENING DOORS. 

ZINNO TREMBLAY 
Congratulations, enjoy your celebration 
en if I done see you agin on dis bus, 
come visit en see my show.

(ZINNO hands the driver a card.)

ZINNO TREMBLAY
Dats my number and dats my address in de 
studio. Suite 19. Come visit I show you 
paintings and make you coffee. No paper 
cup.

(ZINNO step off the bus)

(Lights fade.)

 

THE BUS DRIVER

(Off)

Bye!

ZINNO TREMBLAY 

(Off)

G’bye, au revoir.

(End of play.)


